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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 1The omet disintegration and meteor streamsA. S. Guliyev and U. J. PoladovaShamakhy Astrophysial Observatory, ShAO, National Aademy of Sienes of Azerbaijan,Krasniy Vosktok, 334-34, AZ065, Baku, Azerbaijanayyub54�yahoo.omThe possibilities for disintegration of a nuleus of omets by ollision with some meteoroid streams,predited by one of authors (Guliyev, 2010) are onsidered in three zones of the Solar System. A listof disintegrating omets onsisting of 118 ases has been made by the authors. The list ontains dataabout observed ases of omet splitting, omet twins, and data about disappeared omets. Testingthe omet parameters by applying the methods of mathematial statistis on�rms the hypothesisunderlying this artile. The frequeny of passing through the three zones where there might be aollapse of a proto-omet is rather high for the proto-omets of the Sun-graser group. The results ofthe statistial analysis of omet outbursts yields additional arguments in favor of our hypothesis.1 IntrodutionThe splitting of a omet nuleus is a ommon phe-nomenon in the Solar System. There are several hy-potheses in the astronomial literature explaining thisphenomenon. However, there is no generally aeptedtheory regarding to the disintegration of a omet nu-leus. It is very probable that there are a lot of meha-nisms that ause a omet nuleus to split, and, perhaps,they are not related to eah other. Below, the resultsare desribed of our analyses of the hypothesis aboutomet splitting suggested reently by one of the presentauthors (Guliyev, 2010). Aording to this hypothesis,the splitting of some omets an our beause of theirollision with meteoroid streams. For the justi�ationof this hypothesis, data about 35 disintegrating ometshave been used by Guliyev (2010).2 Problem statementAording to the hypothesis of the �rst author (Guliyev,2010), the huge nuleus of a proto-omet appearing inthe inner part of the solar system may enounter somemeteoroid stream. The nuleus of suh a proto-omethas many raks. Under the in�uene of ollisions witha meteoroid stream and the tidal fores of the Sun, theseraks will inrease and ause the splitting of the proto-omet nulei into smaller fragments. Fragments will en-ounter the same meteoroid stream at their next returnto perihelion, and they will su�er many impats fromthe meteoroid stream resulting in seondary splittings.This proess an repeat at eah subsequent return ofthe fragments to their perihelion. We suppose that theKreutz omet family is formed in this way. The hypo-thetial meteoroid stream for this omet family shouldexist in the zone
Ωp = 267 .◦15; Ip = 76 .◦34; 1.5 AU ≤ r ≤ 2.5AU, (1)aording to a working hypothesis about perihelion lo-ation along the big irle of elestial sphere with pa-rameters Ωp (asending node) and Ip (inlination), as

explained by Guliyev (2010). There, similar onjetureshave been made relative to the Meyer and Krah ometgroups, who may be formed by ollisions of a proto-omet nuleus with a meteoroid stream in the zones
Ωp = 106 .◦03; Ip = 84 .◦68; 1.5 AU ≤ r ≤ 2.5AU (2)and
Ωp = 54 .◦26; Ip = 14 .◦93; 0.4 AU ≤ r ≤ 0.6AU, (3)respetively.It is the main aim of our investigations to �nd out ifthere is any onentration in planes and intervals ofnearer and distant nodes for other disintegrated omets,orresponding to zones (1�3). A positive answer wouldon�rm our hypothesis (Guliyev, 2010) and enouragesimilar investigations for other meteoroid streams.3 Data of omets and TNOs used inthis studyData of 118 omets disovered up to 2012 have beenused in our work. These data have been taken fromfollowing soures:� atalogue of Vsekhsvyatsky and its supplements(Vsekhsvyatsky, 1958);� dotoral dissertation of Ibadinov (1998);� data olleted by Guliyev and Nabiyev (2006);� data olleted by Boehnhardt (2005);� data of disappeared periodi omets (Marsden andWilliams, 2008); and� data of omet twins, observed after 2006 (Marsdenand Williams, 2008).
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2 Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 20124 Analyses of omet orbit nodesrelative to the seleted planes4.1 MethodWe have alulated the numbers of distant nodes for all118 omets relative to the seleted planes (1�3) with theparameters (Ω, I) and we found the number of nodes(N) orresponding to the interval (r1, r2) from (1�3).We have used the test method of Guliyev and Dadashov(2009). In partiular, for a �xed interval (r1, r2), wevaried the parameters Ω = 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, . . . , 330◦ and
I = 0◦, 9◦, 49 .◦19, 47 .◦30, 41 .◦81, 56 .◦44 and 90◦ in suha way that the poles of the orresponding 67 planes wereat equal distanes from eah other. In the next stepof the alulations, the number of omet nodes withinthe �xed intervals was obtained for eah of the planesunder onsideration. Besides this number N , we alsoomputed the following parameters:� the mid-range value n of these numbers over the67 planes;� the standard deviation σ;� the normalized di�erenes t = (N − n)/σ; and� the on�dene probability α of t, whih is foundby the one-sided Student statistial riterion.Subsequently, we made a statistial omparison.4.2 ResultsComputing and analyzing nodes relative to the plane(1) yielded the following numerial results:

N = 20; n = 14.4478; σ = 3.87; t = 1.43; α = 0.85,for the distant nodes, and
N = 29; n = 22.63; σ = 3.54; t = 2.36; α = 0.99,for the nearer nodes.It is important to note that these results have been ob-tained for the intervals r = 1.65�2.72 AU and r = 1.55�

2.22 AU, respetively aordingly. These intervals dif-fer slightly from the interval in (1), but the di�erene isaeptable for our purpose. The values obtained for tindiate that there is an exess of omet orbit nodes inzone (1). This exess also indiates that the hypothetimeteoroid stream in zone (1) may be a ause for thedisintegration of the 118 omets.Similar results have been obtained in the ase of zone(2). Calulations and analyzes for the distant nodesgave us the following numerial results:
N = 15; n = 11.36; σ = 3.02; t = 1.21; α = 0.75,for the distant nodes, and
N = 40; n = 34.72; σ = 2.71; t = 1.95; α = 0.97,for the nearer nodes.

The basi intervals in both ases are r = 1.50�2.40 AUand r = 1.40�2.50 AU, respetively. Displaements ofthese intervals relative to (2) are insigni�ant. Hene,the results on�rm the theory for this zone, too.Finally we mention the results for the alulations rela-tive to zone (3), orresponding to the disintegration ofproto-omets for the Krah omet family:
N = 3; n = 0.49; σ = 0.75; t = 3.36; α = 0.99,for the distant nodes in the interval r = 0.51�0.66 AU,and
N = 9; n = 5.64; σ = 1.49; t = 2.24; α = 0.99,for the nearer nodes in the interval r = 0.51�0.66 AU.Thus, in all three ases, we obtained on�rmation ofan exess of omet nodes in the zones (1�3), or in theviinity of these three zones. One possible onsequeneof the onsidered mehanism is be the following: inzones (1�3), the number of omet outbursts have tobe larger than in other zones. To hek this possibleonsequene, we ompared the distribution of q (theperihelion distanes) and r (the solar distanes whereomet outbursts have been observed).Based on this analysis, the following preliminary on-lusions an be drawn. If outbursts happen only due tothe in�uene of solar radiation (and, therefore, in theperihelion zones), both distributions have to be verysimilar. If other reasons, not onneted to the Sun,are involved, they must be di�erent. To hek this, wedrafted a list of omet outbursts, ontaining 131 events.Most of them were taken from the work of Andrienkoand Vashenko (1980). We also found additional out-bursts by plotting the light urves of 40 omets disov-ered after 1990. The numbers of outbursting ometsin funtion of their solar distane at the time of theoutburst is shown in Figure 1. The maxima in this dis-tribution our around r = 0.6 AU and r = 2.0 AU, inquite good agreement with our mehanism. The othermaximum at r = 1.1 AU (i.e., near the Earth) mightbe an artefat due to visibility onditions. Figure 2 dis-plays the distribution of the perihelion distanes of 1050long-period omets disovered up to 2012. Comparingboth �gures on�rms the real nature of the maxima inthe distribution of omet outbursts.5 ConlusionsAn indiret result of our work is that we obtained analmost omplete list of disintegrating omets. Basedon this list, our alulations show an exessive numberof omet nodes in the zones we onsidered. (In someases, the distant nodes are onsidered, and, in other,ases the nearer nodes.) This means that the hypothet-ial meteoroid stream may ause the breaking up of theomets onsidered. Further analyses of ometary out-bursts on�rm this suggestion. It is also neessary toexamine known meteoroid streams with regard to theonsidered onentration of ometary nodes.
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Figure 1 � Distribution of omet outbursts as a funtion oftheir distane (r) from the Sun.ReferenesAndrienko D. A. and Vashenko V. N. (1980). �Cometarybrightness �ares and solar orpusular ativity�.Soviet Astronomy, 24, 754�757.Boehnhardt H. (2005). �Comet splitting�observationsand model senarios�. Earth, Moon, and Planets,89, 91�115.Guliyev A. S. and Dadashov A. S. (2009). �On hy-perboli omets�. In Fernández J. A., Lazzaro D.,Prialnik D., and Shulz R., editors, Iy Bodies ofthe Solar System (IAU S263), Proeedings of theIAU Symposia and Colloquia, August 2009, pages81�84.
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Figure 2 � Distribution of perihelion distanes (q) for long-periodi omets.Guliyev A. S. (2010). Origin of Short-PerihelionComets. Elm, Baku, 151 pages. In Russian.Guliyev A. S. and Nabiev Sh. A. (2006). �Comet- twins�.Azerbaijani Astronomial Journal, 1-2, 5�9.Ibadinov K. I. (1998). Disintegration of Comet Cores.Dotoral dissertation, Spae Researh Institute ofRussian Aademy of Sienes, Mosow, 296 pages.In Russian.Marsden B. G. and Williams G. V. (2008). Catalogue ofCometary Orbits. 17th edition, SAO, Cambridge,Mass., 195 pages.Vsekhsvyatsky S.K. (1958). Physial Properties of Com-ets. Fizmatgiz, Mosow, 575 pages. In Russian.


